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ADMINISTRATION 
clockwise: 
PHILIP H. JORDAN, JR., President 
THOMAS EDWARDS, Dean of Students 
WES TUTCHINGS, Director of Student 
Employment and Scholarships 
SUSAN GIVENS, Dean of Freshmen 
clockwise from top left: 
BRUCE HAYWOOD, Provost 
CORLIN HENDERSON, Assistant Dean 
of Students 
JOHN KUSHAN, Director of Admissions 
ROSS FRASER, Director of Student 
Housing 
FACULTY 
ENGLISH 
l e f t  t o  r i g h t :  K E N N E T H  B L U F O R D ,  
FREDERICK TURNER, GERRITT ROELOFS, 
RONALD SHARP, PERRY LENTZ, PHILIP 
CHURCH, ROBERT CANTWELL, CARMEN 
SCHMERSAHL, ROBERT DANIEL, JOHN 
WARD, GERALD DUFF, Chairman, missing: 
WILLIAM KLEIN, GALBRAITH CRUMP 
MODERN FOREIGN 
LANGUAGES AND 
LITERATURES 
l e f t  t o  r i g h t :  E D M U N D  
HECHT, EDWARD HARVEY, 
C h a i r m a n ,  B A R B A R A  
COOPER, CHARLES PIANO, 
PETER SEYMOUR 
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IPHS 
top row: CYRUS BANNING, 
R U S S E L L  B A T T ,  P E T E R  
S E Y M O U R ,  m i d d l e  r o w :  
FREDERICK TURNER, Director, 
bottom: ROBERT BENNETT 
HISTORY 
left to right: WILLIAM SCOTT, 
K A I  S C H O E N H A L S ,  R O Y  
W O R T M A N ,  C L A R K  
DOUGAN, PETER RUTKOFF, 
REED BROWNING, ROBERT 
BAKER, missing: MICHAEL 
EVANS, Chairman 
ANTHROPOLOGY AND SOCIOLOGY 
left to right: RICHARD KIPP, 
K E N N E T H  S M A I L ,  M A R Y  
BATIUK, HOWARD SACKS, 
Chairman, DONNA SEIFERT, 
RITA KIPP. on leave: MARIE 
F R E D D O L I N O ,  E D W A R D  
FURTEK 
2 1  
ATHLETICS 
l e f t  t o  r i g h t :  B I L L  
HEISER, JIM STEEN, 
P H I L L I P  M O R S E ,  
C h a i r m a n ,  T O M  
M c H U G H ,  K A R E N  
B U R K E ,  J I M  Z A K ,  
G E O R G E  C H R I S T -
MAN. missing: DON­
ALD WHITE 
RELIGION 
l e f t  t o  r i g h t :  D O N A L D  
ROGAN, Chairman, CHITTA 
G O S W A M I ,  D E N I S  B A L Y ,  
RICHARD HETTLINGER. mis­
sing: BADIE NIJIM 
CLASSIC 
l e f t  t o  r i g h t :  C L I F F O R  
WEBER, Chairman, MARTh 
V I N S O N ,  R O B E F  
BENNETT, sitting: DANIE 
CLIFT 
MATHEMATICS 
l e f t  t o  r i g h t :  D A N I E L  
FINKBEINER, WENDELL 
L I N D S T R O M ,  R O B E R T  
McLEOD, ROBERT FESQ, 
Chairman, STEPHEN SLACK 
CHEMISTRY 
left to right: OWEN 
Y O R K ,  R U S S E L L  
B A T T ,  G O R D O N  
JOHNSON, DONALD 
CASS, JAMES PAP-
P E N H A G E N ,  C h a i r ­
man 
BIOLOGY 
l e f t  t o  r i g h t :  J A M E S  
S T A L L A R D ,  D A V I D  
DALGARN, ROBERT DEAN, 
DOROTHY JEGLA, FRANCIS 
Y O W ,  T H O M A S  J E G L A ,  
Chairman, missing: ROBERT 
BURNS 
PHILOSOPHY 
left to right: THOMAS SHORT, 
D O N A L D  A L G E O ,  C Y R U S  
BANNING, RONALD McLAREN, 
Chairman, DANIEL KADING 
PSYCHOLOGY 
seated (left to right): SALLY LU 
WILSON, JON WILLIAMS, Chair­
man, TOM CLIFFORD, standing: 
RONALD HEYDUCK, CHARLES 
RICE, RICHARD HOPPE. mis­
sing: ROWLAND SHEPARD, 
SEAN AUSTIN 
I 
... 
: 
l e f t  t o  r i g h t :  P A U L  
S C H W A R T Z ,  K A T H R Y N  
S C H W A R T Z ,  W A L T E R  
M O R O S A N ,  K E N N E T H  
TAYLOR, Chairman, missing: 
ANITA BURT 
24 
ART AND ART HISTORY 
left to right: BARRY GUNDERSON, JOSEPH 
SLATE, MARK LEVY, EUGENE DWYER, 
Chairman, MARTIN GARHART, MRS. LORD, 
PATRICIA McCULLOH, CARLA STEIGER 
DRAMA 
left to right: JAMES MICHAEL, 
SUZANNE DOUGAN, THOMAS 
TURGEON, Chairman, DANIEL 
P A R R ,  m i s s i n g :  H A R L E N E  
MARLEY 
l e f t  t o  r i g h t :  T H O M A S  
G R E E N S L A D E ,  C h a i r m a n ,  
P E T E R  C O L L I N G S ,  A A R O N  
OWENS, FRANKLIN MILLER, 
missing: JAMES WILLIAMSON 
PHYSICS 
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YOU NEVER CAN TELL 
clockwise from bottom right: Livingston Taylor, 
Edward Albee, Gene Clark and Roger McGuinn, New 
Riders of the Purple Sage 
36 
clockwise from top left: Mime Tim Settimi, Howard K. Smith, National Ballet of 
Illinois, Magician Bob Fellows, Comedian and Impersonator John Roarke, Alex 
Bevan 
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Christopher Chandler, photographer 
Robbin Lockett, Editor-in-Chief 
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Last autumn it was business as usual in Gambier, and some of the 
most active residents of our teeming micropolis went about their 
business out-of-doors. These non-academians were, of course, the 
squirrels. The season wore out, and as vast quantities of acorns steadily 
disappeared from underfoot, it became apparent that our diligent 
groundskeepers were really going out of their trees about something. In 
fact, they were not just engaged in one of the greatest bedtime binges in 
the recorded history of Middle Path, but were acting out a panic-striken 
drama in the face of what was to be the most awesome onslaught of Old 
Man Winter's frigid arsenal ever endured by this fair community. 
Where last winter gave us lurid water deprivation anecdotes, the tales 
passed on by this one sometimes hit a little closer to home. The blizzard 
struck on the Twenty-seventh of January determined to take its toll, and 
its first victim was a stately maple in front of Rosse Hall which crashed 
across Middle Path early that morning. Rob Standard, who was standing 
precariously in its umbrance at the time, and said later he felt "like a New 
England Life Insurance cartoon", was nearly its second. Next to go, and 
numbered among twenty-three others of its brethren, was a massive oak 
in front of Hill Theater, which neatly bisected the stone bench memorial 
to John Thomson Brooke as it fell. 
By far the most momentous occurence at Kenyon this winter was the 
cancellation of classes . . . TWICE! On Thursday, January twenty-
seventh, house managers were awakened by a phone call at six-thirty 
(which wasn't necessary in the Bexley Apartments as a fallen power line 
had rendered the electric heaters useless) instructing them to notify stu­
dent residents that classes would not meet. It is known, however, that 
Professor Short braved mounting drifts and a chill factor of fifty below to 
make his way into a deserted Ascension Hall, where he left a terse 
message on a chalkboard to all his less intrepid collegues... "Where the 
Hell is everybody?". 
No, the mail did not go through, and neither did bread, nor milk, nor 
Saga managers. In fact, with a total of only four full time Saga employees 
able to reach the kitchens, Sylvester Williams at Gund and student 
manager Kevyn Hawke at Pierce rallied student assistance in the 
preparation of nearly a dozen meals over the four day crisis period. A 
note from a student to the Saga management read, "Congratulations to 
the student help that brought us through the 'lost weekend' with truly 
superb food". By the Twenty-eighth, Ohio was officially a National 
Disaster Area. Although the closing on the Twenty-seventh was due to 
the school's action, it was the intervention of Gov. Rhodes which halted 
classes on Friday at Kenyon for an unprecedented second day. The bliz­
zard had essentially abated by this time however, but snowfall persisted 
over the shrouded campus. Through the stunned quiet of the storm's 
wake, Strange Vestiges were beheld: automobiles peacefully hibernating 
under newly acquired winter linens, Gerrit Roelofs swinging an un-
44 
daunted ax and bellowing Sixteenth Galliandic Verse, sleeping bags in Gund Com­
mons, ski tracks and tree branches on Middle Path, a National Guard "All Weather 
Amphibious Vehicle" nosed into a drift off 229 . . . 
Then we began to venture outside and into the classrooms, fully equiped with 
multi-layered down regalia, fog-proofed eyeglasses, serpentine scarves, and the 
Flu. Yes, that's a capital F. During the month before Spring Break, 829 cases were 
reported at the Health Service, and easily half that number suffered unofficially. Ah 
well, we all need to be reminded of our mortality every so often. I had a sufficient 
reminder of my own mortality one night early in March. I stopped to blow my nose 
on my way into Old Kenyon and mine was nearly excised by a three-foot icicle 
which fell from the roof and imbedded itself in the concrete between my feet as I 
went up the front steps. 
—AH 
To add to the challenge of school work and nasty winter 
weather, Kenyon, as well as the rest of Ohio, found its 
hands full with a striking union. 
The months-long, history-making coal workers' strike 
which had begun in December had seriously jeopardized 
the Ohio Power Coal Supply by February. At the 
recommendation of Grounds Superintendent Richard 
Ralston, short-term energy saving measures were in­
stituted. Dorms and several class buildings were placed on 
round-the-clock electricity (NO HEAT!) cutbacks, while the 
air circulating systems in the library, Gund Commons, and 
Bexley Hall were turned off. Students were asked to do their 
fair share of self denial by unplugging refrigerators, blow-
dryers, stereos, and toast-r-ovens. But as always, the in­
novative Kenyon populace found other means to amuse 
themselves . . . 
* 
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BOB JENNINGS (#44) was voted this year's First Team Academic All American! 
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front row (left to right): Mike Smith, Roger 
Schott, Greg Fedor, Roger Vaughn, WARREN 
M A R T I N ,  B O B  J E N N I N G S * ,  B R U C E  
SPRAGUE, JAMIE NORTHCUTT, Terry Brog, 
Billy "Whiteshoes" Samstag. second row: 
Keith Studzinski, Tom Gibson, Carlos Dague, 
Phillip Dilts, Daniel Quinn, Greg Poe, Dave 
Smith, Roger Pierce, Doug Beach, Greg 
Niehaus. third row: Fly Brown, Jim Mazzella, 
Vic Strimbu, Dave Rose, Lloyd Deserisy, Lloyd 
Hamovit, Mike Svihra, Bull Dailey, Tom 
Rickles, Ron Andreson, Bill Handel, fourth 
row: Mike Ginley, Dave Graham, Pete White, 
Don Webster, Dave Thomas, Dave Gingery, 
Scott Smith, John Washko, Tom Bentley, Bill 
Piar. back row: Manager Steve Meliotis, 
Coach McHuhgh, Heiser, Molse, Parker, 
Morse, off drinking beer: BEN MEDLEY, BUD 
GOLLWITZER, JOHN KLEIN, KEITH KLINE, 
Jalmer Johnson, BILL LOMINAC, PAUL KLUG 
53 
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front row (right to left): Frank Spaeth, 
Bobby O'Connor, JIM LOGAN, MIKE 
MANHART, TOM BEECH, JIM PIERCE, 
G r e g  J a c o b y ,  J e f f  D a y ,  S t e w a r t  
Conway, Ken Rice, back row: Mike 
Beck, Chris Bartlett, Walter Cabot, 
Stefan Pakulski, Maurice Mongkuo, 
Urko Wood, Jerry Stone, Tony Elkis, 
Nick White, Eric Waskowicz, TIM 
G O R I N ,  E .  G r a h a m  R o b b ,  P a t  
Shanahan, Sam Adams, Ken Glen, 
Bryan Snyder, Colin Bertram, Doug 
Page, Bob Dearborn, Randy Bank, 
Mike Gonda, Guy Riegel, Kip Halston, 
Phil Abraham, Peter Goldsmith. 
54 
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first row (left to right): Lorie Tyler, Joey Glatt. se­
cond row: Christine Amiot, Lee Johnson, Mary 
Boutselis, Amy Huston, KATRINA SINGER, third 
row: NELDA DIERDORFF, TAMI KAPLAN, 
Elisabeth Piedmont, Lisa Sanders, Diana 
Williams, Betsi Orth, JENNY LUKER. fourth row: 
ANNE GRIFFIN, Wendy Lauer, Lisa Brain, Karen 
Yeow, Barbara Hostetler. fifth row: Bob Sappy, 
Coach Steen, KEITH KIRKPATRICK, Lisa Deems, 
missing: NANCY HERROLD, Mary Page Jones 
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CONGRATULATIONS:25TH VICTORY!! 
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left to right: Coach Jim Zak, DAN 
M A R T I N ,  J e f f  P a s q u a l e ,  H u g h  
Burnstad, Garry Bolton, Drew Peter­
son, Scott Rogers, Mark Thomay, Steve 
Hum, Gerald Campbell, Neil Kenagy, 
John Halpern, Andy Johnson, Assistant 
Coach standing (left to right): TERRY 
ARMSTRONG, Mo Ryan, Lisa 
Palais on the shoulders of PAM 
OLSYN, Mary Ashley, seated: 
Celeste Penney, Cathy Waite, Lu 
Jones, on the court: Sandy Lane 
—TH 
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kneeling (left to right): Dan Quinn, 
Mark Dailey, Tom Fourt, Eddie 
Gregory, Don Barry, Fritz Goodman, 
Phil Dilts, Mike Dailey. standing: 
Carlos Dague, Coach Parker, Reed 
Parker, Pedro Frau, Bob Brody, 
MARK SCHOTT, Greg George, Bob 
Standard, Brett Pierce, Pete Dolan, 
Dave Thomas, Sam Adams, Dave 
G r a h a m ,  F r a n k  D i c k o s ,  D a v e  
Gingery, Frank Spaeth, JOHN 
KRYDER, Chester Baker, Clay 
Peterson, Lynn Effron 
iti* 
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kneeling (left to right): Paul 
Weaver, JIM LONGSTRETH, 
BILL FANNING, RICH VINCENT, 
BOB SAMIT, BOB LIEGNER, TIM 
GORIN, Mike Buckman, NED 
B R O K A W .  s t a n d i n g :  C o r r i n  
Trowbridge, Clay Capute, Craig 
Huff, Gates Lloyd, Dave Garner, 
Bruce Atkinson, Peter Lukidas, 
Alex Marshall, Scott Smith, Joe 
C u t c h i n ,  J o h n  P o r t e r ,  B i l l  
Seamen, RANDY DOLF, Howard 
Sutherland, Coach Heiser. in Mt. 
Vernon: Curtis Seichter, JIM 
LOGIN, JOHN SEHRING, Roger 
Pierce, Nick White 
kneeling (left to right): Mark 
Thomay, Murray Clark, BILL 
CARLSON, JAMES PIERCE, 
JEFF BOND, Jeff Kellogg, ROB 
STRINGERT, Asst. Coach Dave 
D a u b e n m e y e r .  s t a n d i n g :  
Scorekeeper Charles Waddell, 
Will Barnum, Keith Studzinski, 
Don Shupe, Kevin Spence, Skip 
R o w e ,  R o o t e r  G r i g g s ,  T o m  
Shehan, Doug Beach, Nelson 
Roe, Trainer George Christman, 
Coach Tom McHugh 
left to right: SUSAN TOBIN, 
Cathy Hazlett, Jane Warnshuis, 
Susan Lammers, Liz Hutchins, 
Betsy Laitner, Reed Valliant, 
Celeste Penney, Wendy Moyer, 
Sarah Swanson, Dede Kelly, 
forgot to come: Merrill Robinson 
% v W 
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sitting (left to right): PAM OLSYN, Beth 
Tibbals, Sue Jones, Ruth Strong, Sandy 
Lane, Laura Jones, kneeling: Maecile 
Eastin, K.C. WHITE, KATHY HITCHCOCK, 
Laura Wickstead, Stephanie Resnick, San­
dy Dirocco, Ellen Perlman, Lynn Prothro. 
standing: Clarice Begemann, Mary Ashley, 
ANNE GRIFFIN, Alex Gordevitch, Van 
Larkin, Meg Haiss, Adrienne Simecek, 
Martha Roberts, ANN SCULLY, Coach 
Burke, Ann Myer, Kathy Waite 
-"r- flMJj 
kneeling (left to right): Peter VandenBerg, Chris 
VandenBerg, Mitch Dickey, standing: Coach Jim 
Steen, Mgr. Rosenstein, Kerry Hall, Peter 
Glanzer, Dan Yeager. missing: Chris Martin, Stu 
Siegel. 
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above: Kenyon's very own Gorilla Art 
Collective, right: the Kenyon Flat Earth 
Society, far right: Martial Arts Club 
opposite page (top to bottom): Kenyon College Choir, WKCO, Chase 
Society 
this page (clockwise from top right): Student Council, International 
Students Forum, Kenyon Poetry Society, Children's Theater, Kenyon 
College Dance Organization 
- — 
clockwise from top left: Senior 
Honorary Society, Recycling 
Center, the Kokosingers, the 
Chasers 
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It came upon us like a flash, and after the smoke had cleared, wh 
could say who was right and who was wrong. For Louis Weiss it was the 
old story about the conflict between "the artist and the democrat"-it 
had been a long, personal struggle to bring to Kenyon the films a nd 
equipment necessary to provide the student populace with a film society 
it could be proud of. However, his artistic concerns were mangled by the 
bureaucratic jungle of the ever-changing Student Council. At first it was 
all great fun, the comic badgering by Weiss of his staid counterparts, but 
soon Weiss's frustration gave way to more heated exchanges. This led to 
an overall movement by self-motivated people to jump on the W eiss 
bandwagon; the people involved were either pro-this of con-that, using 
the Letters column of the COLLEGIAN as a platform for their own per­
sonal badgering. 
The COLLEGIAN, as it turned out, saw the story as a means of filling 
the empty spaces in the newspaper. As is often the case in these 
matters, the story was not even told accurately. Weiss had indic ted 
himself in the newspaper, and the real trial was within its pages. The 
COLLEGIAN did as much as it could to utilize people's good intentions 
as publishable prose in a not altogether altruistic manner. There was no 
conspiracy against Louis Weiss by the Student Government or in th e 
college administration; yet if anyone was out to get Louis Weiss, it was 
the COLLEGIAN. 
When Rob Rubin's bristling editorial about Weiss's actions before the 
Media Board was published, the end had arrived. Rubin's call for cen­
sure was answered by the Judicial Boards decision to suspend Louis 
Weiss for six days. But the COLLEGIAN made no mention of this in sub­
sequent issues. But this time "Weiscapades", as Rubin so coyly coined 
were no longer good copy. This time around the empty spaces were be­
ing filled with a veritable plethora of heated letters and articles about the 
antics of a new fun bunch; the Committee to Reevaluate and the Shapiro 
Contoversy. 
The future of Professor William Shapiro at Kenyon had been 
an issue since the opening of the 1977-78 academic year, On 
the final day of an infamous "February in Gambier" an adhoc 
committee composed of professors of the Political Science 
Department and Provost Haywood made public its dec ision 
not to recommend Professor Shapiro for contract renewal 
The committee was not an orthodox part of the normal 
evaluative process for the visiting professor, which Will iam 
Shapiro was termed. The students, well aware of Shapi ros 
singular excellence in teaching, publically expressed discon­
tent with the decision and procedure of this newly ass igned 
committee. The next two months, the final months of the 
academic year, saw continuos manifestations of widespread 
student concern to retain Professor Shapiro: banners and 
posters barraged the billboards and boughs, a public meeting 
(with the express intent of providing clarifying information) 
revealed contradictions and confusion to over four hundre 
present. On April third petitions were circulated to reveal su 
stantial and continued student dissatisfaction, and meetings 
between students and the department were proposed in a n 
attempt to heal the increasing credibility gaps between the m 
Although frustrated in their hope that Professor Shapiros 
reevaluation would reveal that student participation i 
hiring/contract decisions was not rhetoric but a reality, 
willingness to continue rallying to the Professor's sidereniai 
ed constant. The future of Professor Shapiro at Kenyon, o i 
stitutional changes in the hiring/contract procedures, o s 
dent readiness to express disagreement with formaldecia' 
on a large basis—remain uncertain. The issue both in 'tse^a[ 
in its larger implications, is far from closed, althoug se^ 
students intensively involved in bringing it out into t e 
and keeping it alive have now graduated. As students a 
nyon we salute Professor Shapiro, those who suppore^ ^  
and those whose situation may someday be similar, e g 
as we do that criticism, far from being injurious to°urvv 
manifests a sincere concern for the college's faithfulness> ^ 
foremost principle that the excellent teacher is indespe 
to an excellent education and the fruits thereof. 
JP 
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During the last weeks of this 
academic year, Kenyon has been 
plagued by an alarming number 
of fires, all suspected to be arson. 
It seems to have begun with the 
May first burning of the SAC, 
followed by another fire at Sunset 
Cottage, the relocated SAC, and 
the catastrophic leveling of the 
airplane hangar on May 11. In ad­
dition, there have been many un-
explainable small fires on the 
campus and in the Gambier com­
munity. The College believes it to 
be arson due to the undeniable 
evidence: gasoline-soaked rags 
and gas stains on the walls have 
been found at the scenes of the 
fires, as well as considering such 
unprobable occurences to be 
coincidental. All buildings are now 
under close watch by security and 
a volunteer student patrol as the 
College and the police search for 
the arsonist. 
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DELTA KAPPA EPSILON 
kneeling (left to right): DAVID STAVELEY, A.J. House, MATTHEW SMITH, John McGarry, John Palffy, HENRY SETHNESS, 
JEFF SPEAR, DEWEY CLINTON, Colin Bertram, SCOTT TAYLOR, JOE HAGIN, PETER BIANCHI, RICH VINCENT, Clark 
Kinlin, Mai Sutherland, standing: Gordon Buell, Robin Salomon, Oliver Knowlton, Wilhelm Merck, Tom Bulkeley, Randy Gor­
man, Bruce Atkinson, HENRI GOURD, Duncan Holcomb, Howard Sutherland, Norman Bird, Mac Durrett, Hunter Groton, Sam 
Adams, Wells Smith, Gates Lloyd, Count Henry Emanuel, Don Webster, Walker Bagby, Mike Sawyer, Steve Coenen, David 
Hooker, Jack Stevenson, Geoffrey Donelan, Curt Seichter, Corrin Trowbridge, Garret "Thunderbuns" Hannegan, Jean-Paul 
Weaver, gone the way of all flesh: Dave Andrews, Doug Braddock, Jim Busch, Walter Cabot, Jim Freedman, John Halpern, 
Tim Hayes, DOUG HOLMES, Jay Johannigman, Andy Johnston, JIM LOGAN, MIKE MANHART, DAN MARTIN, Rob McGhee, 
John Merritt, ROB MITCHELL, KURT MYERS, Mike O'Melia, JIM PIERCE, Mark Rennie, Guy Riegal, JON SEHRING, Richard 
Snowden, James Standish, Mark Thomay, Stephen White, Chris Wincek, Michael Bald, Chris Bartlett, Walter Bortz, Richard 
Capute, Tod Colbert, Panayotis Constantatos, Tom D'Arcy, Rob Dearborn, Luke Feely, Randolph Frantz, Don Gibson, Luke 
Lockwood, Mark Robinson, Bill Schmiedeskamp, Frank Spaeth, Gerald Stone, David Thomas, Pat Vertino, Stuart Wheeler, 
Nicholas White 
mi 
ALPHA DELTA PHI 
top of stairs (counter clockwise): Tom Rickles, RANDY DOLF, Scot 
Rogers, Peter Lukidis, Dan Yeager, JIM DASCH, Alex Marshall, Jim 
Goodwin, Alex Newton, Bob Hooker, Lloyd Hamovit, Tony LaPlaca, Greg 
Poe, Doug Flam, Ken Patsey, Ron Anderson, Greg Niehaus, Rob 
Pankoff, Keith Studzinski. not pictured: STEVE COLLOPY, MALCOLM 
HANDELSMAN, John Harbison, JACK HERGER, Dick Jefferies, BOB 
JENNINGS, Jeff Kellogg, PAUL KLUG, Jay Myers, Drew Peterson, Roger 
Pierce, Nelson Roe, Mike Svirha, JOE WICKHAM, Doug Gertner, Dave 
Garner 
1 - y— { ——————— • 
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PSI UPSILON 
top (left to right), Dave's room: Bob Ferrante, Jill K. 
Kretchmer. escaping: Curtis M. Knapp, Stephen 
Ross Sexsmith, blue water balloon, Michael David 
Reid. Igor's room: Frank Roche, lower level, 
Schneck's room: its inhabitant Bill, DIANE L. RODE. 
Bruce's room: Paul Bardos, Sam Magnolia Howell, 
escaped: Jeff Place, ROOT, DAVE FELDMAN. over-
the-hill: Marshall-WHITE, RATSO SALVATORE, D.I. 
JAFFE, Coyote Redick 
? V 
DELTA TAU DELTA 
row one (seated, left to right): Dave Jaffe, Nat Griggs, Mike Pariano, 
Blaine Zuver, Peter Dolan. row two: Don Shupe, DAVE McGUE, Tim 
Glasser, Jim Leslie, Brian Reilly, Mark Forman, Kyle Hickock, Bob 
Bradley, row three: Tim Bridgham, Kerry Hall, Martin Beall, Jim Parker, 
Vic Nuovo, Skip Rowe, Chris Martin, John Macneil, Bob Quinn, Bill 
Fullmer, row four: Steve Penn, TED PARRAN, Conrad Kohrs, DAVE 
MITCHELL, Val Schaff, Pat O'Daniel, ANDY BEVERIDGE, Toby Burwell, 
Greg Rikhoff, Doug Coble, Bill Sterling, Doug Wang, socially unaccep-
tables: Chris Chandler, CHRIS VANDENBERG, STUART SIEGAL, NOEL 
COOK, TODD RUPPERT, JIM ROBROCK, BOB HYZY, Murrey Clark, 
Mark Schwartz, Craig Huff, Steve Killpack, Morris Thorpe, Brian Berg, 
John Adams 
97 
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BETA THETA PI 
bottom row (left to right): Rick Brown, Dave Troupe, Dennis 
Murray, Dave Graham, Vic Strimbu. second row: Bill Lominac, 
John Washko, Lloyd Deserisy, Joe Genre, Jim Mazzella, Dave 
Smith, Terry Brog. third row: Dan Quinn, Phil Dilts, Jeff Pasquale, 
Jalmer Johnson, Bud Grebey, Carlos Dague, Bill Samstag. fourth 
row (standing): Steve Meliotes, Mark Silverstein, Thomas Gibson, 
Mike Ginley, Roger Vaughan, John Batchelder, Dave Nees, John 
Coffey, Phil Hooker, WARREN "ZEVON" MARTIN, Jim Stueber. 
back row: Greg George, JAMIE NORTHCUTT, KIP KLINE, Paul 
Schoenegge. unavoidably detained: BENNY MEDLEY, BUDDY 
GOLLWITZER, Jack Forgrave, Bill Piar, JOHN KLEIN, Mike 
Dailey, Dave Gingery, Mike Smith, JOE MC LARY, BOB COHN, 
Brian Berg, Scott Smith, Bill Handel, Doug Beach 
98 
PEEPS O' KENYON COLLEGE 
bottom row (left to right): JAY MATSON, "APPLE" MclNTOSH, Mick Fendig. second row: Kevin D. Schneider, 
Jamie Gary, Cindy Lewis, Rob Jones, Sarah Owens, Mark Kelly, third row: PAUL HINKLE, Bryan Snyder, Guy 
Vitetta, Patti Lynn, Michelle Oulette with Billy and Fred, Anne Friscia, Kyle Henderson, fourth row: Carl Werth, 
Dave Grodsky, Mary Helen Cline. fifth row: Lenny Weinberg, Karl Hoffman, Tom Ford, Dave Piatt, CHARLIE 
HARRISON, Kit Freeman, Jan Chaffin, Leslie Hough, in the back:THE Skull, Doug Spaulding, Phil Lesh. invisible: 
Mary Usdan, Diana Paine, Robi Standard, Dawn Zullo, Allan McManus, Steve Peter 
PHI KAPPA SIGMA 
left to right: Steve Russell, Jeff King, Phi Kap Brick, Bruce Freeman, Fred 
Perivier, Bill Soukup, Reed Parker, Amos Idiot Guiora, MARK RHEIN, 
Rich Tranfield, MARK PRINCE, KEVYN HAWKE, Gary Yacoubian, 
Robert Rubin, Doug Reed, MIKE WENG, Ger lacangelo, Tom Taylor, Bil­
ly Seamen, Todd Wollum Holzman, Dave Neel, Jim Bates, Ed Hartt, Ed's 
beer, Doug Trask, Pete Chudy, Jim Mellor, John Remington, Mike 
Vaselaney, Blake Snake Roessler, KEVIN DRISCOLL, Brian McGraw, 
Sam Lund, Huey Borosh, Dave Cohen, Roger Ikeda, Greg Fedor. non­
entities: GEORGE ADIGAN, Dave Weinberg, HOWIE KOHR, Lou Bailoni, 
John Lentz, Jon Rockhold, Perry Degner, Chris Peterkin, Rich Hebert, 
Dave Maloney, Bill Cook, Dave Rose, Jamie Assaf, Jim Archer, Ton 
Shehan, J. R. CHAMBERS 
i \ 
DELTA PHI 
sitting (left to right): Mike Beck, Ken Rice, standing row one: Pete Kendrick, Kevin Sprinkel, Jeff Bonynge, Mike 
Swank, BILL SEILER. second row: Jeff Day, Mike Cummiskey, Phil Abraham, AL REYNOLDS, KEITH 
KIRKPATRICK, Larry O'Connell, Kip Haselton, TOM BEECH, third row: Tony Elkis, Bill Rigger, John Bauerschmidt, 
Todd Friedlander, Doug Page, fourth row: Pat Shanahan, Jim Wiggins, Eric Waskowicz. in the back: Jeff Thomason, 
Newt, Phil Bousquet, Fred Roffman, Tom Robinson, Brian Clark, Mike Fitzgerald, missing: Randy Bank, Tom 
Bensen, Jeff Bibb, STEVE CARLETON, Tom Fourt, Steve Gelman, MIKE HARTY, LEE HERSHFIELD, Santa Kong, 
Peter Hoagland, Clay Paterson, DAN PLUMMER, Jim Reisler, CHUCK YEOMANS 
•• 
ALPHA LAMBA OMEGA 
seated (left to right): John Bauer, Tim Herron, Jim Trares, Andy Rosencrans, John 
Ettling, Steve Stiles, Louis Gilbert, Fred Clark, Greg Sesler, Jay Lestina, Dave 
Wright, standing: Chuck Konigsberg, FRANK FRISCHKORN, Alan Wylde, Ferant 
Chan, Dan Gulino, Ben Joelson, Rick Titus, CHARLIE TIGHE, JON GARRISON, Joe 
Sparks, Rob Dietz, Doug Ames, Dave Erteschik, Jon Berstein. in, behind, and on 
tire: Paul Cummins, Phil Smith, JOHN THORNE. missing: Steve Robinson, STEVE 
SCHUYLER, Scot Anderson 
102 
ARCHON SOCIETY 
left to right: Steve Rapp, Tim Foster, David Faus, Amy Powell, John 
Feely, FRED LEWYN, Dan Reagan, Jeremy Foy, Peter Frau. in­
cognito: Frank Dickos, CHRIS PROTOPAPAS, Mike Beck, Lisa Dowd, 
Jeff Epstein, Bob Brody, Mike Gonda, Eddie Gregory, Dan McGroar-
ty, Landa Patterson 
_________ flHHWV; 
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MICHAEL RYAN (top left) 
DAN PLUMMER (scaling 
wall) 
LEE HERSHFIELD (above) 
MIKE SARAP, Lewis Hall, 
and the Shadow (far right) 
CHARLES YOEMANS (right) 
TOM BEECH (left) 
MICHAEL HARTY (below) 
STEVE CARLETON (bottom left) 
AL REYNOLDS (bottom right) 
S&SS5B8I 
NOEL COOK (left) 
JIM LONGSTRETH (below right) 
SANDY KIPP (bottom left) 
BILL FANNING (bottom right) 
JENNY LUKER (top left): "There are more things in heaven 
and earth, Horatio, than are dreamt of in your 
philosophy."—Shakespeare, "Hamlet" 
KEITH KIRKPATRICK (top right) 
ANNE GRIFFIN (above): "All men have the stars, but they 
are not the same things for different people. . .You alone 
will have the stars as no one else has them.. .You, only you, 
will have stars that can laugh!"—Antoine de Saint Exupery, 
THE LITTLE PRINCE 
BILL SEILER (middle right) 
BOB HYZY (right): "The iron entered there and passed 
through my head."—Phineas P. Gage, 1848. Enter Bill, fan­
tastically dressed with wild flowers. 
-SMSH 
TODD RUPERT (top left) 
ANDY BEVERIDGE (top right) 
CHRISTOPHER BARR (bottom left) 
KATIE PASQUALE (bottom right) 
DOUG WANG (top left) 
CHARLIE TIGHE (top right) 
DAVID JACK (bottom left) 
RICH LAUER (bottom right) 
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SUSAN BUTTERFIELD (top left) 
SAM MARCUS (top right) 
BOB MOORE (above) 
REBECCA NASH (right) JULIET FARLOW, PAMELA KLING, BONNIE BROOKS (top) 
LAURA DONNELLY (left) 
WENDY CASSIDY (above) 
hBMHHHI 
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FRITZ GLASSER (right) 
LOUIS WEISS (below) 
KIT KITTLE (left): There are several good protections against temptations, but the surest 
is cowardice.—Pudd'nhead Wilson's New Calendar 
TED PARRAN (top right): If you're not facing the future with a smile it shows you are too 
sophisticated. You should lead a simpler life, wear looser shoes, and remember that a 
bird can soar because he takes himself lightly. Thank-you Kenyon. 
JUDY WILLIAMS (top left) 
JANE WINANS (top right) 
DOUG HOLMES (above) 
JIM PIERCE (right) 
120 
KATHLEEN FALLON (left) 
CANDY SINGER (below) 
ADALINE HAVEMEYER (bottom left) 
CAROLYN KOLOSKI (bottom right) 
SCOTT TAYLOR (left): The older you get, the worse it sucks. . .Oh, one 
tires of always finding meaning in everything. 
ROBERT H. MITHCELL (below): We are only young once. That is all 
society can stand. After all the years of education, the only thing I know 
for certain is that I don't know anything for certain, and I'm not even sure 
of this. 
JAMES H. LOGAN, JR. (above) "Oh, I 
can hear a voice crying out today, 
saying to Western civilization:.. you 
colored brothers of Africa and Asia, if 
you will come to yourself, rise up and 
come back home, I will take you 
in."—Martin Luther King, Jr., VISION 
PETER BIANCHI (top left) 
JOSEPH HAGIN (top right) 
JEFFREY SPEAR and Theresa (right) 
123 
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MATHEW DUNLAP SMITH (right) 
E. DAVID STAVELEY (below): In fond memory of the AKE classes of 
'77 and '78, the Count, and all the Kenyon ladies, I leave with this par­
ting statement, "Volio Una Dona!" 
JOHN NILES ADAMS (middle right) 
DAN MARTIN (bottom left) 
KURT MYERS and Ann Hess (bottom right) 
124 
MICHAEL D. MANHART (top) 
HENRY B. SETHNESS (above left): Friends always counted on "Dad" for VO, Sinatra, and/or advice in West 
Wing. Bear down, Hank, but don't get carried away. Catch you at Wrigley Field, Hotsey Totsey, or in your 
towel.—Friends 
RICHARD WILLIAM VINCENT (above right): ". . .a real paradise. A place to BE BLUNT. Lots of friends, an 
enemy or two, and one very sepcial person who makes it difficult for me to leave." 
125 
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BRIAN FITZGIBBON (top left): "Life's but another 
form of sport, and all to do with cycles. . 
—Edward Gorey 
MINDY ROFFMAN (top right): 
Distant in our laughter we search 
For words common 
To our vision. 
STEPHEN BREEN and JONATHAN SEHRING (top 
right): "she laments, sir. . .her husband goes this 
morning a-birding."—Shakespeare, "Merry Wives of 
Windsor" 
NANCY E. DELONG (above) 
MICHAEL MCSHERRY (middle right) 
MARIE E. DARLING (right) 
CAMPBELL EWEN (middle left) 
ROBERT THOMPSON (left) 
AMY ROTH (above) 
 ^ "IP. p! : 
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". . .And this continuity possesses its own world 
which fills the land of beaming shadows with the 
most beautiful memories of caresses, of the dead 
and of emotions—so that one can never keep silent 
enough on the face of this earth."—Tristan Tzara 
FRED LEWYN (top left) 
CURTIS CHING (top right) 
DONNA DEMARCO (above) 
DONNA SCHOENEGGE (right) 
MARY ELLEN HAMMOND (above) 
MARY ANNE BARNARD (left) 
NEIL KALLSTROM (below) 
DAN KRUMHOLZ (left): "While I'm up, do you want 
anything?" 
ni'iifiwr" 
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MARK BELDEN (below): "Life is such a mystery. . 
JAMES S. FRANCHEK (right): Go with Loudon!. . ."Life is such a mystery! 
SWINDT BUTTERFIELD (bottom left) 
GREGORY A. SHELL (bottom right): "My primitive Christian instincts have 
made me a criminal"—Raoul Duke 
SAM YODER (top right): "Life is such a 
mystery!" 
CARL DOLAN and friend Joe Mazza (left): My 
"Kenyon Experience" has been extremely 
worthwhile. I am glad to have spent four years 
in Gambier. Ironically though, central to it has 
been an exposure to, and subsequent un­
derstanding of, the Schermer and Agresto 
tenure decisions. As a result, I am able to ap­
preciate Reinhold Niebuhr when he states, "In 
every human group (e.q. the Kenyon faculty 
and administration) there is less reason to 
guide and check impulse. . .less ability to 
comprehend the needs of others (Kenyon 
students) and therefore more unrestrained 
egoism than the individuals who compose the 
group reveal in their personal relationships." 
132 133 
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DEBRA RONALD (right) 
LINDY JOLIFFE (far right) 
DEB GOODMAN (below) 
LYNDA MOHNEY (bottom 
right) 
ML 
SALLY NUSBAUM (bottom left) 
HOLLY MACISAAC (below) 
ANN SCULLY (bottom right) 
— HM — llJl 
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MICHAEL SIMON (top) 
JONATHAN HOLASEK (middle left) 
JAMES A. GILES (below) 
139 
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PETER WAGNER (top left) 
JIM MCGOWAN (top right) 
DONNA KANNER (above) 
JOSEPH SPIATTO (right) 
FOSTER PHILLIPS (middle left) 
ANARA GUARD and JIM MURPHY (above) 
ROBERT K. LUNDIN (far left): "Tennessee, 
Tennessee, Ain't no place I'd rather 
be."—Grateful Dead 
BOB WILLIS (left) 
This time was faster: 
A long blur: some friends and 
many names. . . 
I learned, yet am the same. 
I thank my friends who were. 
It's time to truck on. 
It's all coming faster. 
LARRY DURST (top) 
• ! 
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LORI ALBIN (above): "Empty bourbon bottle, Four glasses, Keep the 
change."—Woody Newman 
TRICIA BECK (top left) 
DAVE ROBINSON (top right) 
KATIE GRIMM (above left) 
NAT NICHOLS (left) 
MICHAEL IDOYAGA (right) 
DAVE WELLS (below) 
PAUL HINKLE (bottom left) 
GEORGE PANDALEON (bottom right) 
i-
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PAUL SMART (right): 
isaid 'itsgaelic' being 
kindacryptic soi hung 
upthephone and then 
drankmorerum wrote 
apoem pleasereadit 
whenivegone. 
JOHN "APPLE" MCINTOSH (top 
left): "Ya' want some rice?" 
RALPH MURPHY (top right) 
TOM FATH (above): I am drinking 
with some romantic firends on a 
spring night and am just half in­
toxicated, finding it difficult to stop 
drinking and equally difficult to go 
on. I light a cigarette and the smell 
of sulphur assails my nostrils and 
enters my brain and I feel comfor­
table all over my body. Ah, is this 
not happiness? 
DOUG ANDREWS (left) 
144 
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STEVE SALVATOR (right) 
PAUL GRIMES (far right) 
NANCY BOLOTIN (below) 
JACK HERGER (bottom left) 
MICHELLE WERNER (bottom 
right): "When life sank down for 
a moment, the range of ex­
perience seemed limitless."—V. 
Woolf, TO THE LIGHTHOUSE 
146 
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ROBERT W. JENNINGS, JR. (left): "I would like to thank 
George Christman for picking up the pieces all those 
years." 
147 
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ANNE CURREY (top left) 
CHERYL SCHAFF (top right) 
JANET SUPOWITZ (above): Finally I can 
see I really am at long last turning into a 
decent human being (for a while there I 
had my doubts). Partly it's because of the 
people I've run into at Kenyon, partly it's 
due to those I met along the way, but most­
ly it's due to my parents. Many thanks. 
DEBBIE BERKOWITZ (above right): 
i will i will 
accept myself 
with hope and fear and wonder 
and what i have joined together 
let no one put asunder—Dory Previn 
KAREN SPEAR (right) 
MARY BRENNEN (top left): 
"On the Coming of Wisdom with Age" 
Though leaves are many, the root is one 
Through all the lying days of my youth 
I swayed my leaves and flowers in the sun. 
Now I may wither into the truth.—W.B. Yeats 
LORI BRAUN (top right) 
PAM OLSEN (middle left) 
LAUREN ROSENBLOOM (above) 
K. C. WHITE (left) 
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AMY NEELY (top) 
CHARLOTTE BAHIN (bottom left) 
MARTHA SASSER (bottom middle) 
CASEY CROSSMAN (bottom right) 
ANN TRUSS (top left) 
LISA CONEY (top middle) 
CAROL DIETRICH and MARY 
BLOCKSOM (center): Yippie! 
HALLIE KAYMEN (bottom left) 
KATE SPELMAN (bottom right) 
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RICHARD STEIN (right) 
SETH PEMSLER (below) 
JIM WHITE (middle right): "If you are not in­
telligent enough to see things my way, then you 
are too stupid to live."—Stalin 
BRUCE SILVERBLAT (bottom left) 
JIM GILL (bottom right) 
154 
BILL MCCOWN (top left) 
DIANE L. RODE (top right): . . .that brings to mind a story about an en­
tomologist, whose specialty was spiders. Somebody asked him, "But what 
GOOD are spiders?". . .He said, "Well, they are damned interesting. That's 
what good they are." So's life. You learn a lot by having to look.—Joshua C. 
Newman, 1976 
MIKE SALVATORE (bottom left) 
DAVID JAFFEE (bottom right) 
155 
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Mora Wilson (top left): Four years, $20,000 and 
still no husband! 
Elsa Hale (bottom left): The charm of Gambier, 
the bright orange glow falling into crisply silent 
winter mornings melting into warm pastel 
blossoms, is surpassed only by invaluable 
friendships and delightful memories. 
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PAMELA MELLOR (right) 
LIZ GOLDSMITH (below) 
KATHRYN JACOBS (below right) 
MARY BURESS (bottom left) 
CORY MCKEE (bottom middle) 
CHAR KADE (bottom right) 
STEPHEN SCHUYLER (left) 
JULIE STERN (below) 
DEB WHITE (below left) 
DONNA SPIEGLER (bottom left) 
JENNIFER NIECE (bottom right) 

JAY DWORKIN (below) 
TIMOTHY GORIN (right) 
BOB SAMIT (bottom left) 
BOB LIEGNER (bottom right): Thanks for 
the good times everybody, especially Sue 
F., whose infectious laugh filled my day." 
PETER DISTEFANO (top left) 
JIM HARTWELL (top right) 
DREW S. WYNN (left) 
LINDA ANGST (above) 
m—mrx 
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JULIE PISTONE (middle right) 
and voyeur 
BERT MILLER (right) 
165 
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KEVIN BEDELL (upper left) 
CHRIS PROTOPAPAS (above) 
and clone 
JOHN B. KRYDER (below): 
Let us run to learn . . . 
How to love and run; 
Let us run to Love.—W.H. Auden 
MATTHEW C. FREEDMAN (right): "Billions of people are beginning to con­
trol their own societies for the first time in centuries. We should relax 
enough to be exhilarated when they break another link in their chains, and 
to respond with sympathy to their efforts to cope with their difficulties and to 
realize their own aspirations. Once we relax some of our blood might move 
out of our fright glands back into our heart and our head. We might even 
begin to realize that we can respect people even if we cannot buy 
them."—William Appleton Williams, THE GREAT EVASION 
166 
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JOHN JONES (left) 
SUE TOBIN (below) 
FRANK FRISCHKORN (above) 
JAMES R. DASCH (middle left): Ah, les bons vieux temps 
ou nous etions si malheureux! 
MARIAN CRANDALL (left) 

KATIE STEPHENSON (right) 
MITCH WALKER (below) 
DAVID FELDMAN (middle left) 
HOLLY BEUM (bottom left) 
JON GARRISON (bottom right) 
MARK ANDERER (top left) 
DAVID HILL (top right) 
SHARON HIGLEY (middle left) 
J. MICHAEL BECKMAN (above) 
RICHARD and CONNIE OSTROW (left) 
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JOHN THORNE (top middle): "The 
time has come,' the Walrus said." 
— Lewis Carroll, THROUGH THE 
LOOKING GLASS 
"The Cisco Kids" (left): TAMIS 
KAPLAN, GWENN SCHEUER, ANN 
M A L A S P I N A ,  a n d  R O S E M A R Y  
SCHULZE 
EATON SCRIPPS (above): "If a man 
does not keep pace with his com­
panions, perhaps it is because he hears 
a different drummer. Let him step to 
the music he hears, however measured 
or far away." —Thoreau 
COLEMAN S. MOORE (top left): 
Cellular Coyote 
He's howling in the pines 
at the edge of your fingerprints. 
—Richard B. 
GREG WATTS (right) 
PAUL LUKACS (below right) 
BRUCE FELDMAN (bottom right) 
MARK HAVERLAND (below) 
MILLICENT E. NUVER (middle left) 
miles upon miles of white glittery glow 
reflect sparkling moonlight in the freshly laden snow 
and as i walk with a person i'm not sure i really know 
i dream of forever and the path i must go. 
darkness enraptures, a silent wind begins to blow 
uncertainty is eminent as is the direction i must flow . . . 
but now i realize how ironic this peculiar woe, 
for life is transient and each day man must grow 
to accept with faith the blessings God will bestow. 
KATHY ROWE (top left) 
MICHAEL AARON HOFFMAN (left) 
KEVYN DREW HAWKE and Joanne (above): "Saga Czar" 
r7 
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ANNIE L. CANBY and Willy (top left) 
ANDREW McHALE HOMER (top right) 
JIM ROBROCK (left) 
ALAN PHELPS (right) 
MITCH DICKEY (far right) 
BONNIE SUSAN RIESER (below) 
DAVE PARSELLS (bottom left) 
CINDY SMITH (bottom right) 
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Leslie Hough, photographer 
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Colonial 
Mens Ware 
Traditional Clothing 
10% discount 
for all Kenyon students 
COMPLIMENTS OF 
THE 
FANTASY HOUSE 
POND 
TIRE SHOP 
NAUTILUS 
1 
ATIRES 
8 HOUR 
RECAPPING 
SERVICE 
NEW TIRES 
EXPERT 
WHEEL ALIGNMENT 
BRAKE SERVICE 
DELCO BATTERIES 
COMPLETE STOCK OF 
PASSENGER CAR WHEELS 
DELCO SHOCK ABSORBERS 
DON CLUTTER - Mgr. 
BANKAMERICARD - MASTER CHARGE 
392-5116 
198 
103 W. GAMBIER 
FARMER'S 
EXCHANGE 
300 W. Vine 
392-4966 
MAVIS 
Sporting 
Good Inc. 
117 South Main 
Mt. Vernon, Ohio 
397-8200 
Mon.-Sat. 
9:30-5:30 
Fridays 
9:30-9:00 
HECKLER 
PHARMACY 
Complete Photography Dept. 
Health & Beauty Aids 
Free Delivery Service 
122 S. Main St. 
Mt. Vernon, Ohio 
397-5515 
THE 
FASHION 
PAGE 
Coshocton 
Avenue 
199 
-
The People's Bank 
Member F.D.I.C. 
Gambier, Ohio 
427-2101 
Curtis 
Motor 
Hotel 
Every Convenience 
For Reservations: 614-397-4334 
200 
WORLEY'S 
The place where 
Kenyon students go 
when they want casual 
and dress clothes. 
The Cellar Shop 
120 S. Main St. 
Mt. Vernon, Ohio 
phone: 392-0116 
Mon.-Wed. 9:30-5:30 
Thur. till noon. 
Fri. nights till 9:00 
Sat. till 5:30 
DICK'S 
Mill-- _ 
1 
G.R. Smith & Co. 
-i 
PAWN SHOP Hardware 
Plumbing 
Electrical supplies 
101 S. Mulberry 
Mt. Vernon, Ohio 
' j 
107 W. Ohio Ave. 
392-2066 
397-5747 
Kilroy's Market Compliments of »*v 
520 E Gambier St. 
Mt. Vernon, Ohio TIFFANY'S 
392-5981 
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Best Wishes 
To the Class of '81 
4th Floor 
Home Furnishing 
Dorm Room Decoration 
HEADQUARTERS 
To Make Your Dorm Room Your Home 
Always Good Buys 
In Men's & Women's 
Sports ware 1st Floor 
Next to the Public Square on S. Main 
CONGRATULATIONS 
TO 
THE CLASS OF 
1978 
THE VILLAGE 
MARKET 
PEOPLES 
SHOE 
STORE 
Gambier, Ohio 
100 S. MAIN 
392-8946 
202 
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CONGRATULATIONS 
TO OUR SONS AND DAUGHTERS 
AT KENYON 
Alfred and Geraldine Gollwitzer 
Joseph and T'Lene Anderer 
Herbert and Olive Cohn 
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Barkacs 
James and Patricia Ann Beckman 
Robert and Helen Barnard 
Mr. and Mrs. James R. Pierce 
Mr. and Mrs. K. M. Kline 
Rosalie Nicastro 
Bill and Rhoda Siegel 
Dr. Charles Eastin 
Dr. and Mrs. Gerald D. Krause 
Florence and Elbert Brodsky 
Allen and Louise Holmes 
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Antenucci 
Arthur and Susan Maier 
Mr. and Mrs. Philip H. Jordan, Jr. 
Mr. and Mrs. Charles F. Harding III 
Pirate's Cove 
Jerry Goodfather 
Dr. and Mrs. Richard B. Robrock 
W. J. Ryan 
Mr. and Mrs. H. S. Dewitt 
Dr. and Mrs. Walter B. J. Schuyler 
Phillip and Lois Sasser 
Sid and Clara Hammond 
Mrs. E. M. Bass 
Clarence and Clarice Homebody 
Carter and Isabel Wang 
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Hershfield 
Jalmer and Martha Johnson 
Dr. and Mrs. L. Gulino 
Mr. Charles H. Sethness, Jr. 
John F. Wells 
Mr. and Mrs. David C. Dietz 
R. T. Beum, Jr. 
Robert and Barbara Thompson 
Carolyn W. Harrison 
Mr. and Mrs. R. W. Ruppert 
Helen K. Fenerty 
Mr. and Mrs. S. W. Smith 
Dr. and Mrs. Peter White 
A. James Barker 
Mr. and Mrs. Harry O. Schulze 
Peter and Cal Economou 
Mr. and Mrs. George Sarap 
Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Bibb 
Mr. and Mrs. George W. Rauch 
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas O. Youtsey, Jr. 
Irving and Joan Bolotin 
Mr. and Mrs. Barry Grothause 
Knox Handgunners Club, Pres. 
Joe A. Miray 
Edward and Marianne Roffman 
Mr. and Mrs. John C. Lentz 
H. Noyes Spelman 
Mr. and Mrs. Philip H. Baffoon 
Dr. and Mrs. Eugene C. Hyzy 
Dr. and Mrs. Dick Zuver 
Mr. and Mrs. D. Ed Byrd, II 
Velma C. Slayman 
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur T. Wincek 
Mrs. Penny Lowpher 
Mr. and Mrs. George Mitchell 
Bruna Bailoni 
Jerry and Susie Moosebreath 
Pauline M. Bertram 
Mr. and Mrs. H. Michael Herger 
Mr. and Mrs. James Bates ('50) 
Melissa M. Hilton 
Mr. and Dr. Snailsucker 
Mr. and Mrs. Robert D. Stone 
George Tice 
Phyllis Klavan 
Frederick Braun 
Regina McLary 
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